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Among biblical scholars it has for some time been a virtual 

consensus that the titles or superscriptions in the Hebrew Psalter are 
secondary. That is to say, they were not part of the original 
compositions to which they now stand attached, and they furnish us 
with no information not already contained in the Hebrew Bible.1  

Gradually, however, in the process of transmission and the history 
of exegesis many of the anonymous poems were made to surrender 
their anonymity, and, as is evident from our present Masoretic Psalter, 
King David was the favourite personage to whom Psalms were 
ascribed, with the result that modern biblical scholars speak with 
obvious justification (since well-nigh half of the 150 Psalms are 
connected with David) of a Davidic Psalter or Psalters within the 
Psalter.2  

In the Greek Psalter the Davidic Psalter(s) comprise(s) an even 
larger number of Psalms than in MT, a fact which ought to occasion no 
surprise when one remembers that already in the pre-Greek period 
ldwd had no doubt gradually extended its sway. What the text critic 
wants to know is whether these extra-MT ascriptions to David antedate 
or postdate the translation of the Psalter into Greek. Or, to put it 
differently, are these “added” ascriptions to David part of the Old 
Greek text, and hence, do they reflect a Hebrew Vorlage different from 
the MT? That is the central question of this article, but as part of our 
investigation we also need to ascertain how the translator of Psalms 
was wont to render ldwd in Greek. 

Our starting point must needs be Alfred Rahlfs’ Psalmi cum Odis, a 
work, which, though not a critical edition in the later Göttingen 

                                                
 1See recently B. S. Childs, “Psalm Titles and Midrashic Exegesis,” JSS 16 
(1971), pp. 137–50. 
 2Whether l(dwd) is a lamed auctoris or merely indicates inclusion in a Davidic 
collection is irrelevant for our purposes.  
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sense, constituted a giant step in the direction of a truly critical text.3  
Much that is good and positive has already been said about Rahlfs’ 
edition, and need not detain us here. For our purposes it is more 
important to call attention to some of its negative characteristics, for 
example, its excessive inclusiveness That is to say, Rahlfs tended to 
incorporate in his edition obvious additions to the original text. Just to 
cite one instance, Ps. xiii 33–10, which, as Rahlfs himself fully 
recognized, is an intrusion from Rom iii 13–18, was placed in square 
brackets but not eliminated as it should have been, particularly since it 
is absent from L' A’.4 Rahlfs attempts to justify its presence by stating 
that the addition is “so weit verbreitet” (p. 72) that it seemingly has 
merited inclusion for that reason.  

Regarding the superscriptions Rahlfs’ approach is similarly 
inclusive. When additions to MT are “zweifellos jüdischer Herkunft,” 
he incorporates them in his edition.  As a case in point he makes 
reference to Ps. xxxvii 1, which contains the phrase peri\ sabba/tou. 
We are presented here, of course, with a non sequitur, since the 
Jewishness of a superscription can prove no more than that it predates 
Christian use of the Psalter, or that it originated in a Jewish rather than 
a Christian milieu. But its Jewishness—no more than the lack of it—
gives us no clue about originality. Whether or not it belongs to the Old 
Greek version and had a Hebrew Vorlage remains to be established on 
other grounds  

Our overall investigation rests on the assumption that the MT and 
the LXX are textually closely related in Psalms. In general terms this is 
demonstrated by the fact that the MT and LXX are more closely 
related than either is to the Qumran Psalms manuscripts,5 and with 
reference to superscriptions it deserves to be noted that the LXX is an 
expansion on the MT. All that is in the MT is in the LXX, and at no 
point do they contradict each other.  

Our second presupposition, which should be borne in mind 
throughout our study, is that the Greek is a fairly literal translation  

                                                
 3Ρ. L. Hedley published an extensive review of Rahlfs’s volume: “ The 
Göttingen Investigation and Edition of the Septuagint,” HTR 26 (1933), pp. 57–72. 
 4Other passages in square brackets xvii 203–4, xxiv 142, lxx 213,

 
cxviii 1043, 

cxxxiv 172–5, cxlvi 84.  
 5My assessment is based on the information given in J. Ouellette, “Variantes 
Qumrâ niennes du Livre des Psaumes,” RQ 7 (1969–71), pp. 105–23: MT + LXX 
versus Q = 187, Q + LXX versus MT = 45. A more precise study of relationships 
awaits the full publication of Qumran Psalms material.  
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of the Hebrew. With good reason did R. A. Kraft in an article on the 
LXX in the supplementary volume to IDB classify it as a “relatively 
stilted” translation, though with more than Aquilanic concern for 
acceptable Greek.  

A study of translation technique must precede our investigation 
into the extent of the Greek Davidic Psalter. We need to know how the 
translator was wont to translate ldwd, in order, if possible, to establish 
on the basis of translation consistency whether the extra-MT 
ascriptions to David rest on a Hebrew Vorlage different from the MT. 
As stated above, Rahlfs’s Psalmi cum Odis serves as our point of 
departure. (Numbering throughout is in accordance with the LXX).  

 
1. ldwd = tw~| Dauid  
 a. Uncontested = 49 (v–xv, xvii–xx, xxii–xxiv, xxviii, xxx, xxxiii, 
  xxxv, xxxvii–xl, l–liii, lvii–lxiii, lxviii, lxix, c, cii, cvii–ccix, 
  cxxxvii, cxxxviii, cxl–cxlii)  

b. Contested =15 (iii, iv, xxi, xxix, xxxi, xxxiv, lv, lvi, lxiv, lxvii,  
 lxxxv, ciii, cxxxii, cxliii, cxliv)  
 1) tw~| /tw~| d. omitted in some ms(s) = 7 (xxi, xxix, lvi, lxiv,  
 lxvii, cxxx, cxxxii)  
 2) tou= d. read by some ms(s) = 9 (iii, iv, xxix, xxxi, xxxiv, lv,  
 lxxxv, cxliii, cxliv)  

2. ldwd = tou= daui/d  
a. Uncontested = 0  
b. Contested = 5 (xvi, xxv–xxvii, xxxvi)  
 1) tou= /tou= d. omitted by some ms(s) = 1 (xvi)  
 2) tw~| d. read by some ms(s) = 5 (xvi, xxv–xxvii, xxxvi)  

3. ldwd = zero  
a. Uncontested = 0  
b. Contested by tw~| d. = 2 (cxxi, cxxiii)  
 
That the predominant equivalent of ldwd is tw~| daui/d is 

immediately apparent and not subject to dispute. The equation is 
indeed so convincing and so consistent that one begins to wonder why 
Rahlfs in 5 instances, all of which are contested, chose tou= daui/d as 
the original text. The textual evidence must be scrutinized:  

 
1. xvi 1 (proseuxh\) tou= (daui/d) Β' U Lb(sil) A’] tw~|  La', ipsi (dauid) 
 La; om. R Ga  
2. xxv 1 tou= (daui/d) Β' Sy Α’] tw~| U-1221-2110 La' 1219 R, ipsi LaR- 
 Aug  
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3. xxvi 1 tou= (daui\d pro\ tou= xrisqh=nai) Β' Sy] tw~| U R L' A’, ipsi 
  LaR et Aug. enarr. I  
4. xxvii 1 tou= (daui/d) B' R SyHe A’, ipsius Aug] tw~| U-2110 La Ga  
 L' 
5. xxxvi 1 tou= (daui/d) Β' Lpau’ 55] tw~| 2013-2046-2110 R'’ Ga L' A  

 
Since in none of the above instances the question of proximity to 

the Hebrew arises, only two of Rahlfs’s four rules for establishing the 
critical text come into play. His first rule is that if the three “alte 
Textformen,” as Rahlfs calls them, the Upper Egyptian (= UE: U-
2013[-2110]-Sa + small fragments),6 the Lower Egyptian (= LE: BS 
Bo + fragments) and the Western (= WE: R LaR LaG) text groups agree, 
the reading is adopted as original in preference to the reading(s) of the 
so-called “younger texts” O and L (p. 71). Rule four states, “in 
zweifelhaften Fällen schließe ich mich an Β' an. Wenn aber Β' 
alleinstehen, stelle ich sie hinter den übrigen zurück” (p. 72) Since the 
conditions of rule one do not obtain in the cases under examination, 
Rahlfs lets himself be guided by rule four. His preference for B', 
already enshrined in rule four, stands out in even bolder relief when 
one notes that in three of the five passages (2, 3, 5), two of the “older 
text types” (UE and WE) agree against the LE group of which B' are 
the chief representatives. In another instance (see 4 above) UE and two 
of the three members of WE agree against B' + . In defense of Rahlfs it 
might be pointed out that in passages 2, 4–5 the witness of 2110 
(P.Bodmer XXIV7), the most valued member of the UE group, was not 
yet available to him when he produced his edition. Certainly in our 
present state of knowledge, the clear equation of ldwd – tw~| daui/d in 
the rest of the Psalter and very solid support for tw~| daui/d in at least 
four of the five passages under study, there is no justification for 
accepting tou= daui/d as Old Greek in Psalms xvi, xxv, xxvi, xxvii, and 
xxxvi.8  

                                                
 6Only the chief members of each group are given here. For a fuller enumeration 
see Psalmi cum Odis, p. 6.  
 7Geneva, Bibl. Bodmeriana, P. Bodmer XXIV. III/IV century. Papyrus. 
Contents: Ps xvii 46–xxxi 8, xxxii 3–10, 12–19, xxxiii 2–9, 11–18, 21–xxxiv 13, 15–
liii 5, lv 8–lxxii 28, lxxiii 2–lxxxviii 10, 47–cv 32, cvi 28–cxi 1, 10–cxiii 1, 9–cxvii 
6, 9–cxviii 11, 20, 26–29, 37–44. Edition: Rodolphe Kasser and Michel Testuz, 
Papyrus Bodmer XXIV (Cologny-Geneva, 1967). 
 8Indirect evidence for tw~| daui/d in Ps 16 and 25 is supplied by the Tura commentary 
where at 27:1 it is stated, oi9 pro\ tou/tou yalmoi\ tw~| daui\d h]san.  
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But the argument for tw~| (daui/d) in these Psalms can be further 

strengthened when we examine linguistic equivalents to ldwd in other 
superscriptions. The same Hebrew-Greek equation emerges: 

  
1. lʼsp - tw~| a0sa/f (xlix lxxii–lxxviii, lxxxi, lxxxii)  
2. lbny qrḥ -toi=j ui9oi=j ko/re (xli, xliii, xliv, xlvii, xlviii, lxxxiii,  
 lxxxiv, lxxxvi, and lxxxvii; but see xlv and xlvi)  
3. Miscellaneous (xxxviii, lxxxvii,  lxxxviii, lxxxix9, ci, cxxvi [cf.  
 lxxi])  

 
Rahlfs’s choice of tou= daui/d in the superscriptions of five Psalms 

must be seen in the light of his general predilection for B', and 
indicates that in these cases he relied more on manuscript combinations 
than on a study of translation technique.  

Approaching our problem from a different angle, we become 
similarly convinced of the originality of tw~| (daui/d). As was indicated 
at the outset of this part of our study, in fifteen instances where Rahlfs, 
quite correctly, opted for the dative, some manuscripts read the 
genitive. Quite clearly the genitive was on occasion introduced 
secondarily, and the reason for this is not hard to find. No doubt it lies 
in the widespread understanding among the Church Fathers that tou= 
daui/d in distinction from tw~| daui/d meant Davidic authorship. The 
Tura Psalms commentary is a case in point. At xxiv 1 Didymus the 
Blind (if he is the author) writes, 

  
a1llo . . . e0sti\n tou= dauid . . . kai\ a1llo tw~| dauid. tou= dauid le/getai, 
o(/t<a>n h]| au0to\j au0to\n [i.e., to\n yalmo\n] pepoihkw_j h)\ ya/llwn. au0tw~| de\ 
le/getai, o(/tan  ei0j au0to\n fe/rhtai.10 
 
We are touching here, therefore, on an inner-Greek expansion of 

the direct authorship of David, and the five instances in which Rahlfs 
erroneously opted for tou= daui/d as Old Greek are part of that process.  

Since we have firmly established that the Greek translator 
consistently rendered ldwd by tw~| daui/d,11 and have noted the 
occasional  

                                                
 9In my judgment Rahlfs’s choice of the genitive is erroneous.  
 10Similar comments, not attributed to any Church Father, one sometimes 
encounters in mediaeval Psalter manuscripts. Cf. for example Bodl. Lib. Oxford MS 
E. D. Clark 15 (dated 1077) fol. 1 (= Rahlfs 1123).  
 11Pss. cxxi and cxxiii in Rahlfs’s text lack tw~| daui/d for ldwd of MT. In the latter 
Rahlfs is perhaps correct since only S Ga equal MT (B is not extant). In the former, 
however, the evidence is more evenly divided: w)|dh\ tw~n a0nabaqmw~n Bop Sa R'Aug 
Uulg L' A'’] + tw~| daui/d  SBop LaG

 
Ga Sy = MT. Since none of the other “Songs of 

Ascent” (119–133) is connected with David, tw~| daui/d tended to be omitted. See 
further Ps cxxvi, cxxx, cxxxii.  
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(secondary) intrusion of tou= daui/d, we can now move on to our more 
central concern, namely the extra-MT ascriptions to David in the 
Greek Psalter. The statistical picture is as follows: 

  
zero - tw~| daui/d  
a. Uncontested =10 (xxxii, xlii, cx, xcii–cxviii)  
b. Contested = 3 (lxx, ciii, cxxxvi)  

1) Some ms(s) read tou= d. = 2 (lxx, ciii)  
2) Some ms(s) ascribe differently = 1 (cxxxvi)  
 
That in the process of textual transmission tw~| daui/d was added, 

on occasion, is not seriously in doubt. As proof one need merely note 
the instances of this plus in Rahlfs’s apparatus criticus. The 
development may be indicated graphically: (for convenience MT 
numbers have been converted to LXX numbers) 

 
MT LXX 

(Rahlfs) 
Some LXX 
mss 

MT LXX 
(Rahlfs) 

Some LXX 
mss 

  i–ii  xcii–xciii - 
iii–xxxi iii–xxxi -   xcix 

 xxxii - c c - 
xxxiii–xl xxxiii–xl - cii cii - 

  xli   ciii 

 xlii - cvii–cix cvii–cix - 
l–lxiv l–lxiv - cxxi  cxxi 

  lxv–lxvi cxxiii  cxxiii 
lxvii–lxix lxvii–lxix - cxxx cxxx - 

 lxx -   cxxxi 
  lxxi cxxxii cxxxii (cxxxii)–cxxxiii 
  lxxviii   cxxxv 
  lxxxiv  cxxxvi - 

lxxxv lxxxv - cxxxvii-cxliv cxxxvii-cxliv - 
 xc -  cli - 

 
  

None of the instances in column three, which are not already included 
in column two, needs to be taken seriously as an original reading. (For 
cxxi see below.) They merely illustrate that within the Greek textual 
traditions the Davidic Psalter was expanding, probably in a similar 
fashion to what had occurred at the pre-Greek stage. It should also 
occasion no surprise that tw~| daui/d rather than tou= daui/d was the 
usual addition, since the former appears at least seventy-three times in 
the Greek Psalter. Not only can we speak of translational consistency, 
i.e., ldwd is consistently translated tw~|  
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daui/d, but also of expansional consistency, particularly when a given 
phenomenon occurs with regularity and high frequency in the basic 
text.  

This naturally brings us back to a close examination of the extra-
MT ascriptions to David, which were accepted by Rahlfs as Old Greek. 
If it is true, we might ask, that ascriptions to David were definitely 
added after the translation from the Hebrew was made, should we not 
re-open the question of the originality of the extra-MT ascriptions, 
which Rahlfs judged to be original? That the manuscript witness in the 
majority of instances is unanimous may mean no more than that the 
ever-expanding Davidic tradition totally eclipsed all other witnesses in 
most cases. In any case, the argument based solely on a head count of 
witnesses lacks persuasiveness. 

The question whether or not tw~| daui/d in thirteen Psalms (xxxii, 
xlii, lxx, xc, xcii–ciii, cxxxvi), which have no Davidic attribution in 
MT, rests on a Hebrew Vorlage is difficult to answer for two reasons: 
1) tw~| daui/d satisfies the principle of translational consistency and is, 
therefore, not out of harmony with the Greek Psalter as a whole, and 2) 
since there is a large number of patently secondary readings of tw~| 
daui/d in the Greek manuscript traditions—illustrating the principle of 
expansional consistency—all extra-MT ascriptions to David in the 
Greek Psalter may be secondary. Even if we do not succeed in fully 
answering the question of originality, probability can at least be 
ascertained.  

A more comprehensive investigation into translational consistency 
as it pertains to the superscriptions of our thirteen Psalms with extra-
MT Davidic ascriptions, would seem desirable. If it can be shown that, 
apart from tw~| daui/d, certain elements of the superscriptions are 
secondary we may have obtained some leverage on tw~| daui/d as well, 
though admittedly even if we should show the rest of a given 
superscription to be secondary tw~| daui/d need not ipso facto be 
secondary in all instances. However, the likelihood of its being so will 
have been increased. 

We begin by citing the text and relevant variants of the 
superscriptions under investigation:  

 
1. xxxii 1 tw~| daui/d Β'’ U’ R' He 55 Aug. enarr. II] pr. yalmo/j Ga  
  L’ A'  
2. xlii 1 yalmo\j / tw~| daui/d] tr. S 2013 Lpau’ 1219  
3. lxx 1 tw~| daui\d ui9w~n i0wnada\b kai\ tw~n prw&twn ai0xmalwtis-  
  qe/ntwn.  

 tw~| d.] pr. yalmo/j 2110 LaR Uulg LbHe; 
tw~| daui/d] tou= d. R; om. = MT 

 L pau’; + yalmoj S R Ga LdThtp; 
ui9w~n Β' Thtp 1219’] pr. twn R L Thtp; pr. eij to teloj yalmoj  
 (om. y. 2110)-Sa LaG 

ui9w~n-ai0xm.] om. 2110-Sa = MT  
4. 90:1 Ai]noj w)|dh=j tw~| Daui/d.  

Ai]noj–D. 2110] om. = MT 
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Ai]noj w)|dh=j] yalmoj Lpau(21-168-208-289) 
5. 92:1 Ei0j th\n h9me/ran tou= prosabba/tou, o(/te katw&|kistai h9 gh=:  

ai]noj w)|dh=j tw~| Daui/d.  
ei0j–D.] om. 209812  = ΜΤ 4QPsb; yalmoj 209913; hywllh 
11QPsa  
ei0j–gh= /ai]noj–D.] tr. 2110-Sa R'’ Ga Lpau ; om. eij t.  
hmeran 2110 
tou= prosab.] proj sabbatou 2110  
katw&|kistai 2110] -sto La-Thtp(non T); -sqh Lpau 1219  
w)|dh=j] om. 1219  

6. 93:1  Yalmo\j tw~| Dauid, tetra/di sabba/twn.  
Yalmo\j–fin. 2110] om. = MT 4QPsb(vid) 
Yalmo\j] om. 2110; + wdhj Lpau Α; ainoj wdhj Lpau;  
 pr. ainoj wdhj Lpau  
sabba/twn 2110] sabbatou R’ Ga L' A’  

7. 94:1  Ai]noj w)|dh=j tw~| Dauid.  
Ai]noj–fin. 2110] om. = MT 4QPsb(vid) 

8. 95:1   (/Ote o9 oi]koj w0|kodomei=to meta\ th\n ai0xmalwsi/an:  
w)|dh\ tw~| Dauid.  
(/Ote–fin. 2110] om. = MT 
  (/Ote] pr. logoi ouj elalhsan 2110* -sen 2110c; opote  
LpauHe  
(/Ote–ai0xm. / w)|dh\ tw~| D.] tr. S (Bo Sa?) Uulg L' A 
w0|kodomei=to 2110] oikodomeitai B*; -mhtai Lpau'; 
 -mhto Ld; -mhqh Lb 
w)|dh\] om. 2110; ainoj wdhj Ld 1219  
w)|dh\ tw~| D.] om. Aug 

9. 96:1   Tw~| Dauid, o(/te h9 gh= au0tou= kaqi/statai. 
Tw~|–fin. 2110] om. = MT 
Tw~| Dauid] pr. yalmoj SaL LaG Lb; + yalmoj Lpau  
o(/te] opote 2110 Lb 
h9–fin.] katwkisqh h gh 1219 
kaqi/statai] -stato La' (nonTSyHe); katestaqh 2110; 
apokaqistato Lpau 

10. 97:1 Yalmo\j / tw~| Dauid 2110] tr. Lpau ; om. t. d. = MT 

11. 98:1  Yalmo\j / tw~| Dauid 2110] tr. Lpau;  om. = MT 

12. 103:1Tw~| Dauid = 11QPsa 4QPse(vid); om. = MT 4QPsd 
tw~|] tou Α  
fin] +  c. var. epi thj tou kosmou genesewj La’  

13. 136:1Tw~| Dauid] om. 201114 = ΜΤ 11QPsa; yalmoj tw d.  

                                                
12Vienna, Nat. Bibl. P. Gr. Vindob. 26228B. Seventh century. Papyrus. Contents: Ps. 
92:1–5. Edition: SANZ, Griechische literarische Papyri, 32–33.  
13Idem, P. Gr. Vindob. 26781. Sixth century. Papyrus. Contents: Ps. 92:1, 103:10–12. 
Edition: SANZ, Griechische literarische Papyri, 33–34. 
14Cambridge, Westminster College Library, A. S. Lewis collection. Seventh (eighth?) 
century. Palimpsest (Codex Climaci rescriptus). Parchment. Contents: Ps 135:13–
136:9; 140:1–9, 10–142:1. Edition: MOIR, “Palimpsest Fragments.” 
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LaG Lb; tw d. yalmoj Lpau; ieremiou 2009-2017-Sa; allhlouia 
dia ihremiou 1219; tw d. ieremiou Bo Ga Ld(sil); yalmoj tw d. 
ieremiou Lb Uulg; tw d. dia ieremiou Lb’He ( c. var.) 55 

  
Among these thirteen superscriptions six contain lexical items that 

are not consistent with the vocabulary of the Greek Psalter.  
In Psalms 92; 95, and 96 the particle o(/te introduces the event with 

which the Psalm became associated. An examination of this 
conjunction of necessity takes us somewhat further afield than the 
central concern of this article demands, since o(/te is also found in the 
“non-Davidic” Psalms 64 and 143. What is of interest and worthy of 
note is that o(/te appears only in superscriptions which have no 
equivalent in MT, in whole (92; 95; 96) or in part (64; 143). Whenever 
there is an MT equivalent, expressed by b plus the bound infinitive, we 
find in Greek either o9po/te followed by a finite verb (3; 33; 55; 58; 59) 
or e0n plus articular infinitive (50; 51; 53; 56; 62; 141), but never o(/te.15 
Not unexpectedly some secondary mixing of o9po/te and o(/te took 
place, as is clear from Rahlfs’ apparatus criticus, but this in no way 
obscures the original text. Since o(/te is not in harmony with Psalter 
vocabulary, and hence violates the principle of translational 
consistency, it apparently is not Old Greek and hence does not rest on a 
Hebrew Vorlage. o(/te, and the clause which it introduces, was added to 
the Psalms in question after they had been translated into Greek. That 
o(/te rather than the much more rarely used o9po/te should have been 
employed in these additions is what one would expect. What does 
occasion some surprise is that the translator of the Psalter should have 
opted for the latter in preference to the former.16 If the o(/te clauses, and 
perhaps the whole (extra-MT) superscription in Psalms 64; 92; 95; 96, 
and 142, are secondary it would simply demonstrate that the process of 
placing Psalms into historical contexts continued undisturbed and 
undisrupted by the translator’s work.17  

That o(/te appears also in the extensive superscription of Psalm 151, 
which in 11QPsa simply reads y#y Nb dwdl hywllh, further confirms our 
conclusion.   

In the superscriptions to Psalms 90; 92 (see also above), and 94 we 
find ai]noj a word which one similarly has reason to suspect of being a 
(secondary) intrusion. Unlike o(/te, however, ai]noj does occur 
elsewhere in Psalms and, therefore, can not be said to violate the 
principle of translational consistency. What is noteworthy, if we leave 
the superscriptions aside for a moment, is that the translator used 
ai]noj only once: 8:3 e0k sto/matoj nhpi/wn kai\ qhlazo/ntwn 

                                                
15Neither o9po/te nor o(/te occurs in Psalms outside of superscriptions.   
16While in LXX (outside Psalms) o9po/te occurs only in Job 36:14; 29:22; Isa 16:13; 
Tob 6:14(S); 7:11(BAS), o(/te is found close to 200 times.  
17The extra-MT part of the superscription to Ps 64 falls further under suspicion since 
a large number of witnesses omit it (B' R O LbT’He 1219’). Furthermore, paroiki/a 
with the meaning of hlwg is not found elsewhere in Psalms (see 2 Esd 8:35, also 1 
Esd 5:7). Similarly not all witnesses support Rahlfs’ choice in 142:1: o(/te–fin.] om. 
LaG O Lpau 2011.  
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kathrti/sw ai]non. Here, however, it translates z(.18 Clearly secondary 
readings of ai]noj occur in Pss 91:1; 93:1; 95:1; 104:1; 144:1. The 
translator’s word for “praise” is ai1nesij which he uses twenty-nine 
times, including the superscription to Psalm 144, where, however, 11 L 
MSS replaced it with ai]noj. Obviously ai]noj tended to spread in the 
superscriptions. That the latter is original in Psalms 90; 92, and 94 is 
not impossible but its originality is not above suspicion. It should be 
noted that part of the superscription to Psalm 92 has already been 
judged secondary by the occurrence of o(/te. Furthermore, the evidence 
from 11QPsa (and possibly also 2098 and 209919) suggests that the Old 
Greek text lacked a superscription in Psalm 92 (93). At most it had ei0j 
th\n h9me/ran tou= prosabba/tou. As noted above, 11QPsa only has 
“Hallelujah,” and the two Greek pieces lack the entire superscription. 

Naturally, if we accept what has been argued, one might wonder 
whence ai]noj came into the superscriptions. The word also occurs 
elsewhere in the LXX, twice as a translation of llh piel (2 Chr 23:13 
and 2 Esd 3:11) and five times without a Hebrew equivalent (Jdt 16:2 
[BS]; Wis 18:9; 3 Macc 7:16; Sir 15:9, 10). Its meaning, with one 
passage (Sir 15:9, 10) being neutral, is clearly “song of praise” (not 
just “praise”), a meaning it may also have in Ps 8:3. Perhaps it was 
these passages that inspired the introduction of ai]noj into some Psalm 
superscriptions.  

Ps 70:1 presents us with a number of problems. The UE text, 
represented here by 2110-Sa, reads ei0j to\ te/loj yalmo\j tw~| Dauid, 
but lacks the remainder of the superscription. A mistake by parablepsis 
or a Hebraizing correction of some sort is not ruled out, but it is 
equally possible that we have an addition in our other text traditions. 
There is in fact good reason for regarding at least ui9w~n–
ai0xmalwtisqe/ntwn as secondary, though the argument for this is 
somewhat circuitous. Twice in Psalms, 68(67):19 and 137(136):3, as a 
translation of hb# the translator used the verb ai0xmalwteu/ein. In the 
first instance no variants have thus far come to light; in the second, MS 
2017 reads the cognate verb ai0xmalwti/zein. As a translation of the 
third occurrence of hb# in the Psalter Rahlfs accepted ai0xmalwti/zein 
as original though this verb is rather strongly contested by 
ai0xmalwteu/ein:  

 
105(106):46 ai0xmalwtisa/ntwn  S A’] -teusantwn Rs L' 
 
One can sympathize with Rahlfs in his predicament. MS Β is not 

extant at this point since it lacks Ps 105:27–137:6, and by some strange 
twist of misfortune no papyrological evidence of any kind exists for 
this word. To make matters even worse we have only the witness of the 
suppletor of R and not R itself. If one grants Rahlfs his predilection for 
the BS combination and his assessment of L as a younger text form, his 
choice in 105(106):46 is not difficult to understand, but the translator’s 

                                                
18See further on this essay 16 in this volume. 
19Caution in citation is in order since omission of titles is not an infrequent 
phenomenon in Psalter papyrus scraps.   
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usage ought to take precedence over any manuscript combination. First 
we should note that, in the other two instances where hb# was 
translated, the translator opted for ai0xmalwteu/ein. If he was 
consistent, though he was not always consistent, we would expect to 
find ai0xmalwteu/ein as well in 105:46, where in fact it is attested as a 
solidly supported variant. But further leverage needs to be obtained 
from the general usage of these two cognate verbs.  

According to Blass-Debrunner-Funk,20 “LXX has more often -
teu/ein; Hell. generally -ti/zein.” As far as the LXX is concerned this 
can readily be verified. When one surveys the evidence there is no 
doubt that ai0xmalwteu/ein is the Septuagintal form, occurring 
uncontested some twenty-seven times, outside of Psalms, compared to 
a single uncontested instance of ai0xmalwti/zein.  Equally clear is the 
fact that in the process of textual transmission ai0xmalwteu/ein was 
frequently replaced by ai0xmalwti/zein, reflecting later usage. Thus we 
find that, in at least fifteen instances, the former is contested by the 
latter.21 The increasing predominance of ai0xmalwti/zein is further 
illustrated by the fact that in the New Testament it occurs four times 
compared to one occurrence of ai0xmalwteu/ein. More importantly, 
Josephus uses ai0xmalwti/zein exclusively (28x), even in citations of 
the LXX. And more evidence could easily be added.  

In the light of what has emerged from our brief excursus, it seems 
highly probable that Rahlfs in Ps 105:46 was misled by his general 
reliance on B', and in this case on S alone due to the unfortunate 
absence of B. The critical text should read: e0nanti/on pa/untwn tw~n 
ai0xmalwteusa/ntwn au0tou/j.  

We now return to the problem that launched our excursus. Since 
ai0xmalwteu/ein rather than ai0xmalwti/zein is original in 105:46, we 
are confronted with an inconsistency in the title of Psalm 70: tw~| 
Dauid ui9w~n i0wnada\b kai\ tw~n prw&twn ai0xmalwtisqe/ntwn, a 
passage which may well have influenced Rahlfs’ choice in 105:46. 
When we add to this inconsistency the fact that, as indicated earlier, 
the UE text-group (2110-Sa) 

reads simply ei0j to\ te/loj yalmo\j tw~| Dauid it becomes virtually certain that 
at least ui9w~n–ai0xmalwtisqe/ntwn is secondary, and perhaps the whole 
superscription should be considered an inner-Greek addition.  

Of the thirteen Psalms with extra-MT Davidic ascriptions seven 
remain to be discussed: 32; 42; 93; 97; 98; 103, and 136. Psalm 32 is 
the only psalm in the first Davidic collection in MT (3–41[40]), which 
is not connected with David. That at some point this “lacuna” would be 
filled is precisely what one would expect in view of the expanding 
nature of Davidic ascriptions. Of interest is that 4QPsq has rwmzm ry# 
dwdl while in the Greek we simply have tw~| Dauid. It may be that a 
textual connection exists, since the Davidic ascription is shared, but 
this is far from certain. It deserves to be stressed once again that inner-

                                                
20BLASS and DEBRUNNER, Grammar, §108.5 
21In Amos 1:15 Ziegler incorrectly adopted ai0xmalwti/zein, since this verb appears 
nowhere else in MP-(Jera)-Ez. For the relationship of these now see ΤΟV, Septuagint 
Translation of Jeremiah and Baruch, chapter VI. 
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Greek additions of tw~| Dauid are plentiful, but because of lack of 
evidence to the contrary and lack of leverage it must needs be assigned 
to Old Greek in Psalm 32.  

Essentially the same must be said regarding Psalms 42; 97, and 
98.22 Psalm 42 almost immediately follows the first Davidic collection 
in MT (Psalm 41 is a Kore Psalm), and hence by accretion would 
readily become “Davidic.” (As is evident from our chart, all the “non-
Davidic” Psalms between 40 and 50 became at some point “Davidic”). 
What we unfortunately cannot determine is whether Psalm 42 became 
“Davidic” before or after the Psalms were translated into Greek. 
Similarly, that Psalms 97 and 98, being “royal psalms,” should at some 
point become “Davidic” is entirely understandable. It is again lack of 
firm contrary evidence that assigns the titles of these psalms to Old 
Greek.  

With Psalm 103 we are in a better position since here the 
unanimous LXX witness is supported by 11QPsa and 4QPse(vid). Hence 
we can perhaps with some confidence assume that tw~| Dauid had a 
Hebrew Vorlage different from MT.  

Our last psalm is 136. The textual evidence shows essentially two 
separate traditions, one connected with David and the other with 
Jeremiah, with a subsequent blend of the two. Both traditions derive 
most naturally from zero of the Old Greek text—which is precisely 
what MS 2011 has (see note 19).  

To sum up, our study of the extent of the Greek Davidic Psalter has 
led to a number of conclusions. We have found that, though the 
translator of Psalms consistently rendered dwdl by tw~| Dauid, in the 
process of textual transmission the latter was frequently changed to 
tou= Dauid, in an apparent effort to clarify Davidic authorship. Quite 
clearly, Rahlfs’ excessive reliance on manuscript combinations must 
be superseded by an understanding based on an examination of 
translation technique, though we must proceed in the full awareness of 
the ever-present danger of imposing more consistency than actually 
exists. We have also found that, because of the high frequency of 
occurrence in the Old Greek text of Psalms, tw~| Dauid became a 
common addition, thus rendering suspect Rahlfs’ ready acceptance of 
the phrase as Old Greek, particularly when many of the extra-MT 
superscriptions which establish a connection with David can be shown 
to contain other secondary elements. Though the divergence in text 
between LXX and MT may well be greater in the superscriptions than 
it is in the rest of the Psalter, the discrepancy is not as great as Rahlfs 
would have us believe. On the basis of our study we suggest the 
following corrections to Psalmi cum Odis:  

 
Ps 16:1; 25:1; 26:1; 27:1; 36:1 read tw~| (Dauid)  
Ps 64:1 omit Ieremiou–e0kporeu/esqai  
Ps 70:1 omit ui9w~n–ai0xmalwtisqe/ntwn  

                                                
22Ps 93:1 with its reference to tetra/di sabba/twn is still a problem. I am inclined to 
agree with HEDLEY, “Göttingen Investigation,” 65 that there is some suspicion about 
its originality. However, more study is needed. 
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Ps 89:1 read tw~| Mwush=| a0nqrw&pw|  
Ps 90:1; 94:1 omit ai]noj w)|dh=j tw~| Dauid 
Ps 92:1 omit o(/te–Dauid  
Ps 95:1 omit o(/te–ai0xmalwsi/an 
Ps 96:1 omit o(/te–kaqi/statai  
Ps 105:46 read ai0xmalwteusa/ntwn  
Ps 121:1 add tw~| Dauid 
Ps 136:1 omit tw~| Dauid 
Ps 142:1 omit o(/te–katadiw&kei  
Ps 151:1 omit (at least) o(/te–Goliad  
 
Uncertainty regarding the precise extent of the Davidic Psalter in 

Greek remains, but we have been able to make some progress toward 
the Old Greek text of Psalms. 

 
 
 
 


